ELLINGTON'92
The 10th Annual and International
Duke Ellington Conference and Concert Series
For the First Time on the European Continent
SAS Falc oner CenterlFalconer Hotel in Copenhagen, Denmar?
trom Thursday, May 28th till SundaY, MaY 31st, 1992
Presenting about 25 Speakers and 100 Jazz Artists
from IJ.S.A, Canada, Il,K., Soutlr Africa, France, Germany,
Sweden, and Denmark
Honor: Mr. Mercer Ellington
of
Guest

'Copenhagen Celebrafes Duke Ellington
Ellington '92 warmly welcomes you to Copenhagen. Since the preparations started about a
year agoi our plans have expanded and changed quite a bit, We feel that the resulting conference and
öonceri series will be a valid contribution to the now ten year old tradition of annual Ellington functions'
At least, in Denmark the plans have been backed from many sides. And for sure, no happening of this
size could get launched without a lot of help. For a list of both financial and practical supporters please
consult the back of this booklet,
An example is that our national radio and TV stations will not only cover Ellington '92 by live
and delayed transmissions, but also have prepared the event with various DE-broadcasts weeks, and
even months, in advance, Among the programs of this nature is the two part "A Duke Named Ellington",
broadcast on our TV channel 1 a|22.45 on Tuesday, May 26th and at 23,30 on Friday, May 29th, cf.
Leonard Malone's presentation during the second session of the conference, page 17,
Secause of their scope, character, and ftequency the conferences are unique in the iazz
world and in fact in the international music community. These events concentrate on the extensive work
of one particular and remarkable artist.'You know the name. They explore the life and output of one of
the most important artists of this.century. Ten annual international conferences are the proof of a living
and growing fascination.
Duke Ellington's fame is based on several facts. He was the greatest composer, arranger,
and band leader iniazz history. He was also a pianist of note, Not least the popularity of his songs
made it possible for him to keep a big band together for a longer time than anyone else in music history.
He lived with that band.

And what a bandl He reached his results by virtue of this close and exceptionally long
cooperation with some of the most significant soloists of his time. ln that way the big band format was
set off by t!"re incongruity / synthesis of improvised and arranged music.
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Added to tttis was the time and place. Yes, Ellington was an American product of the first
half of this century, Yet, one of the greatest things about him is the evident and world-wide validity of
his music today. Young musicians are constantly otfering their versions of Ellingtonia, Consequently,
we have placed a special importance on the '92 program to focus both on tradition and evolution.

The annual international Duke Ellington conferences create a happy meeting place lor jazz
people from around the world, They otfer you the opportunity to exchange information and opinions
with fans and listeners as well as leading professionals from many fields: musicians, administrators,
archivists, broadcasters, writers, discographers, researchers, record producers, sound engineers,
collectors, etc.
After a preparatory stage these events have been ananged since 1983. Among the
important founders and early contributors were such fine people as Jeny Walburn, Donald Miller, and
Sjef Hoefsmit, whom we, for various reasons and at the time of writing, do not expect to see this
year, Ellington '92 will send them our warmest regards and best wishes - and apologize to any who
are inadvertently forgotten in this connection.
All the previous conferences took place in English-speaking countries (Great Britain, The
U.S, and Canada), The tenth one will be the first on the European continent. Still, many American
stalwarts will be present in Copenhagen.
And we shall make new European contacts, Benny Aasland from Sweden, an original key
man in this respect, an early Ellington discographer and the publisher of the DEMS Bulletin, is said to
be showing up, For years, many conferees have looked forward to seeing him.
And last but absolutely not least, Mercer Ellington, the son of Duke, will be our guest of
honor. Mercer was a long time member of his father's band, composer of "Things Ain't What They
Used to Be" and."Blue Serge", a band leader himself, etc. etc. Today, he is living part-time in
Denmark.

Mercer Ellington will be involved in two of the Ellington '92 concerts and a panel, cf. page
7, 1$, and 17. Furthermore, The Mercer Ellington Collection, on deposit at the Danish Radio archives,
is the topic of one of the presentations at session 3, page 17.
Facts like that make the Scandinavian location of the '92 event apt. Moreover, The
Ellington Band often toured in these countries. Such predominant Duke alumni as Ben Webster and
Oscar Pettiford lived in Copenhagen for extended periods, cf. page 1Z-19, Willie Cook, another of our
guests at Ellington '92, lives in Sweden. Other former Ellington stars are frequent visitors here. We
are especially happy to have Clark Terry back on the '92 program after a period of uncertainty.
Scandinavianiazz is experiencing some kind of golden age these years. The Danish
capital is often considered one of the jazz'centers of Europe, We have many talented players,
including a number of excellent Ellington interpreters. Some of the most important ones will be
present at the Duke Ellington '92 Concerts, cf, page 7-13.
Much more could be told. All registrants will receive additional details about the conference, concerts, banquet, bali, photo gallery etc, Upon anival a conference package including.tickets,
instructions, maps, and general tourist information about Copenhagen and its neaiby attractions will
await you at our reception, the SAS Falconer Hotel,

Arnvid Meyer / Niels Toft / Karl Emil Knudsen (coordinators)
The Scandinavian Duke Ellington Society - Danish Chapter
Borupvej 66, DK-4083 Rsnnede, Denmark,
phone +45 5371 132T,lax +455371 1749,

Ellington '92 Evening Concert Series
Program Subject to Alterations
Club and concert performances offer their respective advantages. ln the club the musician has the time
to extend himself. A much shorter concert appearance calls for concentration, Ellington '92 will include
both types of presentation.
(F): Free admission. (E): Entrance-fee. But a complete conference package comprises tickets giving
you admittance also to two of the E-clubs, to both Gala Concerts, to the Ellington Ball, and to all the
Conference Sessions. Furthermore, in the package you will find a map indicating the location of The
SAS Falconer Center, hotels, and clubs.

Wednesday, May 27th

-

and before

No official Ellington '92 arrangements before the 28th of May, But it is to be expected that during the
preceding evenings some of the many Copenhagen jazz clubs will present music akin to the Duke's
tradition. Further information available from Ellington '92,

Ellington Nights at Copenhagen Clubs, Thursday, May 28th
- in cooperation
with and coordinated by E '92 and Unicorn Jazz, Some of the clubs and their programs are as follows,

A number of Copenhagen jazz clubs presenting various types of Ellington related music

Ellington'92

Reception

Woody's at Bolten's, 19.30

Conference reception at the invitation of Woody's,

Jan Kaspersen Sepfef

Woodyls at Bolten's, 20.N

H

Anders Bergcrantz (tp), Bob Rockwell(ss, fs/, Fredrik Lundin (ss, fs/, Henrik Sveidahl (ts, bs), Jan

Kaspersen (p), Peter Danstrup (b), Ole Roner (d).
A Danish / Swedish / American group led by an eminent exponent of the Ellington-Monk-Mingus
approach. Kaspersen is considered one of the most original of younger Danish jazz musicians. But
all the'members of the septet, practicing Ellington and Strayhorn this evening, are outstanding
representatives for the present Copenhagen jazzlife,

Ancher Gron Big Band
Kridthuset,20.N (E)
Featuring Mercer Ellington (cond), Willie Cook (tp), Bengt-Arne Wallin (an), Jens Sandergaard (as), Per
Ringkjobing, Erling Kroner (A, with vocalist and dancers.
A strengthened edition of a young Danish band giving an ambitious four hour concert. The program
will include a number of original and updated arrangements ftom the history of the DEO, the
premiere of two examples of Mercer Ellington's dance-choreography, as well as Bengt-Arne Wallin's
suite Miles from Duke revised for this occasion.

Newton

/

Copenhagen Jazzhouse, 20.30 (E)

Dara /;Clausen

Jan€,$ Newton (fl),-Qlu Dua (@), Tlnmre Clarcen (p), Mads Virfrirg (b), Nex Riel (dr).
Newton and Dara are two of he mosl pominent examples of younger musicians corrcerned witt
Ellingtonia in a devoted and personal / contemporary way, cf, heir album The African Flower (Blue
Note 1985). Clausen is an outstanding pianist on he European scene of today. His permanent tio
batures equally renowned Vinding and Riel, Supprted by cultural authorities Copenhagen
Jaiåouse is he new leader among Danish jazz clubs.

Clark ferry and
The Scandinavian All Stars
Clark Tary

tunenn

M,

Montmartre, 21.N (E)
Arne Domrprus (as), BenSt llallberg (p), Niels-Henning Orsted Pedersn (b), Petet

(dr).

Ellington '92 enhusiastically welcomes Clak Terry on our program. As maybe he most importanl
DE alumnus living today he needs no fufther presentation. At he renowned Montmartre he will front
a hand-picked selection of tre Swedish jaz elite plus world-hmors NHOF frofn Denma*, The
Ellington affinity is obvious: Domnerus and Hallberg have idolized The Great Masler lor most of heir
lives - and are old tien& of Tary as well.

Tivorleans, The Tivoli Gardens, 21.(N (E)
Brede Big Band
A Danish compact band playing more or less in the same style as the Swedish Kustbandet, that is
Henderson, Russell, and in this case mainly early Ellington

-

and doing it seriously, with conviction.

Finn Ziegler's Corner, 21,(n
Finn Ziegler Trio Plus
Zegler Tfio plus Bent Jedig (ts) ås Guest So/otst

(n

Finn

Zegler is a popular favorite playing violin and Mbes in sning / mainstream / modern style. Eactr nigtrt
dudng Ellington '92 The Ziegler Trio, plus surprise soloisb, will be on he ståge in his club, 0n he
28lh he soloist is Bent Jadig, who lns been a central figure on he Danish jazz scene since he late
50s. Furhermore, fiom 19.fi) hrs. (Saturday / Sunday 13.30) he tpuse will offer a menu of special
Ellirrgton dishes at reasonable prices. Reselvations in advance recommended,

The Ellington Combo
Rotle

Eisn

(tp), Buster @opa (h),

De Tre Musketetoft 21.30 (E)

kspu mib

(ts), Ssren Mstiansen (p), Hugo Flasmussen (b),

fuend-Eik Nsrregaard (dl.
During several periods Swedish-American Ericson was ä member of he Duke and Meroqr Ellington
big bandS, Cooper dayed with fie DEO fotn 1962 till 169. Here hese two solid Ellington veterans
will loin brces with one of he mo6t convincing swing tenors on this continent backed by a Danish
iop rhythm section induding yet another powerful bass player,

Cacitie Norby-Ben Besiakow Trio Cafö Ti'eren (Nunber Ten),2.N (F)
Ca'cllie Nofuy (vo), Ben ksiakow (p), Lennut Ginnan (b);Ssren Christensen (dil.
One of he smaller industious jazz clubs of he Danish eapital presents more astonishing talent fom
tris ftuittul milieu,
Jacob Fischer Trio /Jam Session

b

Fontaine,

n.U H

night spot of Copenhagen pz life, Dudng The Conference La Fontaine will present
Ellington midnight jam sessions. Fischer is an extemdy gifted young guitar player.

This is

fie

i
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Gala Concert # 1, Friday, MaY 29th, 20,30
Iäe SAS Falconer Stage (E)
Abdullah

lbrahim

Abduttah tbrahim

Solo Piano Recital

/Dottar Brand (p, fl, voc).

An African Ode to Ellington given by one of the greatest devotees of The Ducal instrumental artistry,
tn the early 60s, Ellington sponsored lbrahim in several ways. The latter even substituted for The
Maestro on a tour. Among lbrahim's many albums are Ode to Duke Ellington (West Wind, 1973) and
Duke's Memories (String, 1981),

Pierre

Dorge

The New Jungle Orchestra

Harry Beckett (tp), Jörg Huke (tb), Moften Carlsen, Jacob Mygind, Volker Schlott, Jesper Zeuthen
(eeds), lrene Becker (keyb), Pierre Dorge (g), Hugo Rasmussen (b), Bent Clausen (d), Ayi Solomon
(perc). Guest soloist: Olu Dara (tp).
This international and enlarged edition of NJO has recently added several Ellington classics to its
repertoire, Dorge is one of today's key neo-Ellingtonians. His "choice of textures plus his ability to
transform tone-color, rhythm and harmony into a single pulsating force, are as Ellingtonian as can
be" (Larry Kart, Chicago Tribune).

Jesper

Thilo

The Ellington Combo

Rolfe Ericson (tp), Buster Cooper (tb), Jesper Thilo (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Hugo Rasmussen (b), Peter
Danemo (dr).
A dynamic and versatile pianist, Drew played with a long list ol jazz greats from the early 1950s.
Since he settled in Denmark in 1964, Drew has been a strong force on the European scene. Please
see May 28, Montmartre and De Tre Musketerer, for further information,

SvendAsmussen

Danishsfrings Extraordinary

Svend Asmussen (v), Kenny Drew (p), Niels-Henning Orsted Pedersen (b), Peter Danemo (dr).

Since the 30s Asmussen has played first fiddle within Scandinavian jazz, long ago gaining an
international reputation, And he has played The Duke's music most of his life. Asmussen is featured
on Duke Ellington's Jazz Violin Session, recorded in Paris (Atlantic, 1963).

Arne Domnerus

/

Bengt

Hallberg

Arne Domnerus (as), Bengt Hallberg

Ellington The Swedish Way

(p).

Listen to these two Scandinavian giants on their album Duets For Duke (Sonet, 1978). And please

see May 28, Montmartre, for further information,

Clark

Terry

The Scandinavian AII Stars

Clark Terry (tp), Arne Domnerus (as), Bengt Hallberg (p), NHOP (b), Peter Danemo (dr).
Please see May 28, Montmartre, for further information,

Ellington Banquet, Saturday, May 30th, 18,00
The SAS Falconer Hall (For Conferees Only)
ln 19g2, this established conference social will take its inspiration from the Ellington title
"smorgasbord and Schnapps".

Gala Concert # 2 Saturday, May iilh, 20.30
Iåe SAS Falconer Stage (E)
Band
3 Conductors, T Guest Soloists
The Danish Radio Big
Tlp Danish tudio Big tund coducted by Ole Ko* l]F'n*n
Guf,fjt @Nudots: Merer H|irglon and Janx Newtott.
Guest soro,bbj Eustet fupe4 Arhe fumerus, Rofle Eicsn, Bengt flallberg, James I'lewton, CIa*
Tary, ad JespaThlb,
Firsi perfonnanes ol uiginals Writta lor tp ocasion by Tt:rlner' Blrclxnan and Mels Jorgen Steat
Established in 1s64 ihe DRBB is not only one of he oldest but also one of he veu best of present
rhy big bands, lt indudes a hoad repesentation of he finest cohtemporary Danish iazz musicians,
tt tras wo*eO witr close to 200 gliest conductors, arrangersand'sofoisb, many of hem'international
no13bilities. The book of course includes many aiginal arrangements end adaptions of Ellington
works.

Ellington Ball, Saturday, MaY 30th, 23.00,
The SAS Falconer Hall, (For Conferees Only)
The Ellington Combo

Jespeir Thilo

Roffe Ericson (tp), Buster Cooper (tb), Jesper Thilo (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Niels-Henning Arsted
Pedersen (b), Peter Danemo (df .
Flease see May 28, De Tre Musketerer, for further information.

Clark Terry
darl<Tary

lhnenn

M,

tune

The Scandinavian All Stars
[hmrprus (#), Bengt llallbag (p), Niels-Henning drsted Pedasen (b), Petet

(dr).

Please söe May 28, Montnartre, fur further information,
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Ellington'92 Daytime Conferences
Program Subject to Alterafions
of Ceremonies: Erik Wiedemann

Master

Session 1, Friday, May 29th, 09,30-12,30 at the SAS Falconer Stage
The Coordinators

Welcome and Various lnformation

Lynne Mueller

Ellington'93

Announcement of date, location and key features. Ellington '93 will be held August 1 1 -15, at the
Holiday lnn Crowne Plaza Manhattan in New York, New York, U.S.A. The event will be a
celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the Ellington Orchestra's first Carnegie Hall Concert. The
theme of Ellington '93 is Cotton Club to Carnegie Hall. Billy Strayhorn's contributions will be
recognized in presentations and evening concerts.

Dan Morgenstern

The Duke and The Tiger

With musical examples from 1926 to 1973, we trace Ellington's many imaginative uses of the
Tiger Rag theme(s), hoping this will not leave you Hot and Bothered....

lntermission
Erik Wiedemann

Duke Ettington's lnfluence

on

Danish Jazz

For about 60 years Duke Ellington has been a vivid presence in Danishiazz life. A lot of music
by him and his orchestra was recorded in Denmark and since the early 'thirties Ellington had a
strong influence on Danish iazz, Wedemann's presentation will bring a series of excerpts from
Danish jazz records, spanning from 1933 to recent years and showing the Ducal influence.

Klaus Stratemann

Duke Ellington on Film

-

Foreign Connections

A number of publications have made Klaus Stratemann known as aiazzfilm authority. His latest
book is the vast Duke Ellington, Day by Day and Film by Film, published just on the occasion of
Ellington '92. Stratemann's presentation at the conference is a film program with clips of non-Us
origin and of films made for foreign markets or linked to our continent otherwise, however
loosely. The films will be commented by the speaker.

Session 2, Frlday, May 29th, 14,00-17,00 at the SAS Falconer Stage
Stanley Crouch

The Temporary Significance

of Duke Ellington

Stanley Crouch began playing drums and is known for his associations with musicians like
James Newton and David Murray. Today he is recognized for his writings aboutiazz, politics,
ethnic issues, theater, and literature for publications such as The Village Voice and The New
Republic. Among his works are also the liner notes for such an album as The African Flower
presenting James Newton playing Ellington.
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Panel Discussion

Recreating Ellington

- Problems and Rewards

Chairman: Dan Morgenstern. Expected members of the panel: Stanley Crouch, Andrew Homzy,
Peter Watrous, and Erik Wiedemann.

lntermission
Francois-Xavier Moulö

Duke Ellington

in

France: My Brothers

in Goutelas

Duke Ellington certainly loved France å la folie. He enjoyed the atmosphere and ioie de vivre of
that country above anything else and had many opportunities to visit it and experience.great
musical and human moments there. One such highlight was the evening he shared with his
brothers in Goutelas, in the friendly and relaxing atmosphere of that chåteau set in the heart of
France, far from the usual maddening crowds... The miracle of Goutelas is discussed with slides
accompanied by a live and unissued recording of the Goutelas Suite.

Ben Webster Foundation

The Foundation and its Activities

Members of tre board will explain what
video or two.

Leonard

Malone

he

Federation is all about and also show a Ben Webster

Ellington on Television

Leonard Malone will speak about tre aigin of A Duke Named Ellington - i.e. how he idea br
his two part TV series developed as a result of researching the zudio ardives, donated to
Denmark's Radio by Mercer Ellington. The second phase was he research at DR-W archives,
and finally in Swedön, England, Canada, and tre USA. Malone will show some of he resulb of
trese invöstigations and also speak hiefly about Ellington and he ScandinaMan media.

Sessio n

3, Saturday, May 30th, 09.30-12,30 at the SAS Falconer Stage

Leonard Feather

Memories

of

Duke, #l

Leonard Feather worked for Duke Ellington in the 1940s and 1950s; first as promoter for his first
Carnegie Hall concert in 1943, then on his radio disc jockey show in 1944, also for his music
puilishing company, in 1950, and as Mercer Ellington's partner in the company Mercer Records.
Together they recorded the famous Ellington-Strayhorn piano duets, the Oscar Pettifordiazz
cello date, and various small band dates with Duke, Strayhorn, Al Hibbler, and others.

Panel Conversation

Memsries

of

Duke,

Chairman: Leonard Feather, Expected members of
and Clafi Terry.

f2

he panel: Mercer Ellington, Roffe Ericson,

lntemission
Erik Moseholm, Bjame BusR The Duke Ellingtgn Tape Colbction Donated by
and Flemming Sjolund Jensen Mercer Ellington to The Danish State Radio
The story about how 'The Stockpile" came to Denmark, hcts about he collection and its
coilenb, and commenb on the value gf ut-lakes. With musical examples.
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lnspiration from Ellington Bass Players

Erik Moseholm

'

to Danish

Bass Tradition,

We have a specialiazz bass tradition in Denmark. Ellington bass players, a.o. Wellman Braud,
Jimmy tslanton and especially Oscar Pettiford, have been a great inspiration to Danish bassists.
From the summer of 1959 Pettiford lived in Copenhagen performing in the house band of
Jazzclub Montmartre with a.o. Stan GeE. Shortly before he died in September 1960 he wrote
Jazz Bass Facing, in cooperation with Danish bass player Erik Moseholm.

Live Demonstrations

Jesper Lundgaard

and Mads Vinding
For the first time Oscar'Pettiford's etudes from Jazz,Bass'Facing will be performed in public.
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Sessron 4, Saturday,

Phil Schaap

'

-:1,.:r-!r.

, . a..,-r.

lllly 30th, 14,00-17,00

After Duke: Six Ellington Sidemen in Their Years After
Leaving the Band

Phil Schaap is today an extremely sought after jazz researcher, broadcaster, commentator, and
liner note writer, etc. His presentation will deal with Louis Metcalf, Freddie Jenkins, Al Sears,
Francis Williams, Sam Woodyard, and Russell Procope -as representatives of Ellington sidemen
from their respective decades. lllustrated by taped interviews ftom the speaker's private
collection.

William F. Hill

Portraits of The Duke

For three years Bill ,Hill, chairman of the '91 Duke Ellington Conference, has systematically
collected compositions written and performed by about 30 different artists who do homage to the
Maestro by reflecting some aspects of him and/or the DEO, Some of these are of Scandinavian
origin.

Intermission
Alexandre Rado

Ellingtonians in Paris

Survey of the records made by Ellingtonians while Duke Ellington and his Orchestra were in
Paris - and also during some of his sidemen's various stays in the city after 1974, The sessions
presented are mainly a selection of those made under the names of Paul Gonsalves and Cat
Anderson from 1965 till 1979.

Andrew Homzy
The El li ngton-Strayhorn Collaboration
Wth the arrival, in 1939, of a young musician ostensibly to write lyrics and occasional vocal
arrangements, Ellington mentored and developed a talent who not only estabiished himself as an
original composer but one whom the Duke trusted to share authorship with in some of the most
important works in the jazz repertoire. Anyone who knows Ellington's work also knows about
Billy Strayhorn. This presentation will explore Strayhorn's contribution utilizing the availability of
manuscript scores in the Ellington Archives and attempt to provide insights into the collaborative
process oJ these most important composers.

ltn
huö

Sesslon 5, Sunday,llay 31st, N.3O-B.N at tåe SAS Falconer Stage
Brian

Priesttey

Ellington the Pianist

Using a variety of sources and influerrces, Ellingon brged a unique piano style which developed
over a long period. Although it offers insighb into his orchestral work, it should be valued as a
hing of beauty in itself. Musical ilfusfafions are drawn mainly fiom less well-known examples.

Austin H. lawrence

Duke Ellington in London, June-July 1933, With
tVotes on the Genesis of Black, Brown and Beige

Austin H. Lawrence will tell us about Duke and the Orchestra's first trip abroad and the events
that subsequently led to Black, Brown and Beige. During the trip the band played 66 engagements in 31 days! Lawrence will recreate the BBC studio broadcast that Duke and his men gave
using records made around the same time.

lntermission
'Simul ated tnprovisation"
Duke Ellington's Black, Brown and Beige
Many of he solo parts in Duke Ellington's Black, Brown and Beige luve obviously been pre-

Wolfram Knauer

in

-

conceived by he composer. This presenhtion ties to find some reasms br tfs practice
which differs from he practice of other improvisers simply to use successful solo Srrases and
solo plans as models br subsequent solos on he same tune. Some analylical remarks will shed
light on he first movement, Black, ib overall structure as well as he solos by Harry Carney,
Tricky Sam Nanton and Ray Nance.

Richard

Wang

Junp lor Joy: The l90l Chicago Revival

This 1941 masterpiece had not been fully performed in its original version br fifty years when it
was restored to he stage by Chicago's Pegasus Players in Septemba 1991, Jump br Joy was
a musical revue whidr made a powerful racial stalement by reiecling he stereotypical manrer in
witich blacks $,ere ponrayed m he stage and in he movies at hat time. This presenlation will

bcus on he sources of he music and he danges, deletions, and additions made br he
Chicago production,

Lynne Mueller

Ellington'93

Please see Session 1. Slides and videos about New York City and
will be held, are shown.

The Coordinators

Final Words and Various lntormation
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tre hotel, where Ellington

'93

